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Abstract
The continued exponential growth of cloud datacenter capac-
ity has increased awareness of the carbon emissions when
executing large compute-intensive workloads. To reduce car-
bon emissions, cloud users often temporally shift their batch
workloads to periods with low carbon intensity. While such
time shifting can increase job completion times due to their
delayed execution, the cost savings from cloud purchase op-
tions, such as reserved instances, also decrease when users
operate in a carbon-aware manner. This happens because
carbon-aware adjustments change the demand pattern by
periodically leaving resources idle, which creates a trade-off
between carbon emissions and cost. In this paper, we present
GAIA, a carbon-aware scheduler that enables users to address
the three-way trade-off between carbon, performance, and
cost in cloud-based batch schedulers. Our results quantify
the carbon-performance-cost trade-off in cloud platforms
and show that compared to existing carbon-aware schedul-
ing policies, our proposed policies can double the amount
of carbon savings per percentage increase in cost, while
decreasing the performance overhead by 26%.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization →
Cloud computing; • Social and professional topics →
Sustainability.
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1 Introduction
The increasing demand for computing and accelerating
growth in cloud datacenter capacity have long raised con-
cerns about their sustainability, environmental impact, and
resulting carbon footprint [23]. Although cloud operators
previously addressed such concerns by increasing datacen-
ters’ energy efficiency, or work done per unit of energy
consumed, via software and hardware optimizations, recent
work highlights that continuing improvements to energy effi-
ciency are likely to see diminishing returns [12]. For example,
large datacenters already operate near the optimal PUE value
of 1.0, so there is little room to further improve PUE. Thus,
to continue reducing their carbon emissions, cloud providers
are increasingly employing supply-side optimizations, such
as purchasing renewable energy from solar and wind farms
to offset datacenter demand [22, 41]. However, eliminating
all carbon emissions using supply-side techniques alone can
be very expensive [6, 15].

Researchers have also proposed demand-side techniques
to decrease computing’s operational carbon emissions.These
techniques utilize 1) visibility into grid energy’s carbon in-
tensity (in g·CO2eq/kWh) and 2) application-level flexibility
to modulate demand based on variations in energy’s carbon
intensity [6, 21, 31, 36, 44]. For example, prior work on Wait
Awhile [44] and Ecovisor [35] utilize batch workloads’ tem-
poral flexibility to optimize carbon by executing jobs when
energy’s carbon intensity is low and pausing execution when
carbon intensity is high. Importantly, while state-of-the-art
techniques consider carbon-performance trade-offs, they ig-
nore the cost implications of carbon-aware optimizations.
Specifically, carbon-aware scheduling exploits batch jobs’
temporal flexibility to delay their execution until energy’s
carbon intensity is low. However, this delay also increases the
completion times of batch jobs. Thus, carbon-aware schedul-
ing exhibits carbon-performance trade-off: decreasing car-
bon emissions generally results in longer completion times.

In addition to the performance trade-off above, there is
also a cost trade-off when using temporal shifting to op-
timize carbon emissions. This cost trade-off manifests in
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clusters from leaving resources idle when carbon intensity is
high. Cloud users encounter this trade-off when purchasing
cheaper, long-term reserved instances to reduce their cloud
costs [14, 27]. Idling reserved instances during periods of
high carbon intensity wastes their computational cycles and
increases the effective per-hour price per unit of computation
due to the reduced utilization.

While prior work has explored the trade-off between cost
and performance from using reserved versus on-demand
instances in the cloud [8, 9], carbon-aware scheduling adds
a new dimension to the problem. Specifically, a cost-aware
scheduler may choose to delay jobs when the cluster is satu-
rated rather than acquire additional instances, which spreads
demand across time and decreases cost. In contrast, a carbon-
aware scheduler typically concentrates jobs to low-carbon
periods, which can reduce the utilization of fixed reserve ca-
pacity during high-carbon periods. The resulting decrease in
utilization increases the effective price of reserved instances,
potentially reducing the cost savings relative to using on-
demand instances. Thus, reducing cloud carbon emissions
using a mix of reserved and on-demand instances requires
addressing a complex three-way carbon-performance-cost
trade-off.

To address the problem, in this paper, we quantify the
trade-off between carbon, cost, and performance for a cloud-
based batch scheduler. In doing so, we develop GAIA, which
enables carbon-aware scheduling of batch jobs on a mix of
on-demand, reserved, and spot instances. Our hypothesis
is that carbon-aware scheduling policies that also consider
performance and cost can reduce carbon emissions for lower
cost with higher performance than existing policies. In eval-
uating our hypothesis, we make the following contributions.

1. Trade-off Analysis. We present a quantitative and quali-
tative analysis of the three-way trade-off between carbon,
cost, and performance for cloud-based batch schedulers,
and highlight “good” points in the trade-off where sig-
nificantly improving one metric has little impact on the
others.

2. GAIA Design. We present the design of GAIA, a cloud-
based batch scheduler that employs configurable carbon-
aware scheduling policies and supports a range of cloud
purchase options, e.g., reserved, on-demand, and spot in-
stances.

3. Implementation and Evaluation.We implement a GAIA
prototype on AWS ParallelCluster [1], and conduct a large-
scale evaluation of its scheduling policies using publicly
available production workload traces and carbon intensity
profiles from different geographical regions. Our results
quantify the carbon-performance-cost trade-off and show
that compared to prior carbon-aware policies, GAIA can
double the amount of carbon savings per percentage in-
crease in cost, while decreasing the performance overhead
by 26%.
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Figure 1. Grid carbon intensity for three different regions
showing 9× spatial and 3.37× temporal variations.

2 Background
Below, we provide background on grid carbon intensity,
carbon-aware scheduling, and cloud-based schedulers.

2.1 Grid Carbon Intensity
The electric grid uses a mix of generation sources to satisfy
the energy demand of its customers. Common generation
sources include both carbon-intensive generators that burn
coal, oil, or natural gas and low-carbon sources, such as
hydro, nuclear, wind, and solar. Since the electricity demand
varies over time and the availability of renewable energy is
intermittent, the mix of generation sources and the relative
proportion of electrical energy they generate also varies. Grid
energy’s carbon intensity (CI) – in grams of CO2 equivalent
per watt (g·CO2eq/kWh) – reflects the average weighted
carbon intensity of the mix of sources used to generate that
energy at any given moment. Figure 1 shows the carbon
intensity variations of grid energy for three days in three
parts of the world. These variations motivate using temporal
shifting, as a job can have up to 1.7×-3.37× higher carbon
footprint depending on whether it executes during a high
or low carbon-intensity period. Moreover, the figure shows
that grid energy’s carbon intensity varies by up to 9× across
regions. While geographically distributed clusters can take
advantage of such differences, our current focus is exploiting
temporal carbon intensity variations within a single region.
Spatial batch scheduling across geo-distributed clusters is
left for future research.

2.2 Cluster-wide temporal shifting
As noted earlier, temporal flexibility in batch workloads en-
ables workload demand to matched to low carbon periods.
Recent efforts have exploited suspend-resume to match the
workload with low carbon periods of batch jobs [20, 35, 44].
In such methods, a job specifies a deadline, and the system
executes the job in a carbon-efficient manner by running it
in time slots where the carbon intensity is low and suspend-
ing execution in high carbon periods. Wait Awhile[44] and
Ecovisor[35] are recent examples of suspend-resume-based
approaches for optimizing carbon usage of individual jobs.
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Several temporal shifting methods, such as Wait
Awhile [44] and CarbonScaler [21], assume each job specifies
a deadline and that individual job lengths are known. While
schedulers have access to historical job lengths, knowledge
of individual job lengths may not always be available [9, 24].
As a result, batch schedulers such as Slurm [47] are config-
ured such that users submit their jobs to a particular job
queue, such as a short- or long-job queue, which provides an
upper bound on job length even when the actual job length
is not known. Further, users may also not specify a deadline
when submitting jobs, and even if they do, a deadline is only
meaningful to a systemwhen the job length is known. Finally,
state-of-the-art carbon-aware temporal shifting methods fo-
cus on reducing carbon for individual jobs and thus ignore
other typical cluster-wide objectives. Focusing solely on car-
bon emissions conflicts with other system-wide objectives,
such as cost and energy consumption, and performance ob-
jectives, such as completion time, which we will detail in
Section 3. Thus, a carbon-aware scheduler must consider
these costs and their trade-offs when optimizing the entire
cluster’s carbon footprint.

2.3 Cloud-based Batch Schedulers
Traditional batch schedulers, such as Slurm [47], Gri-
dEngine [19], and Torque [37], focus on fixed-sized clus-
ters and try to optimize for system-wide objectives, such as
utilization, cost, or energy consumption. Such schedulers
require queued jobs to wait when all servers in the cluster
are busy. At the same time, cluster operators carefully pro-
vision cluster sizes in a way that tries to maximize cluster
utilization to ensure cost-efficient operation and minimize
waiting time to ensure users’ productivity and convenience.

To overcome the limitations of traditional batch systems,
cloud-based batch systems, such as AWS ParallelCluster [1]
and Kubernetes [13], have been proposed to utilize the elas-
ticity of cloud resources. These schedulers are designed to
handle dynamic workloads by varying resource needs over
time — by dynamically acquiring and releasing cloud servers
to reduce job waiting times while utilizing cloud elasticity
to improve cluster utilization and only pay for the necessary
resources. To retain the benefits of both fixed-size and elastic
clusters, batch systems may also employ a hybrid setting
by using a private cloud or long-term reserved instances. In
this setting, reserved instances present a cheap and fixed
resource allocation base that covers average daily demand.
However, they require a larger time commitment with 1- or
3-year contracts, and the allocation cost must be paid for the
whole contract period, even if the instances are turned off
when not in use. This hybrid setting provides a cost-effective
alternative to using on-demand instances while retaining
the ability to scale when demand exceeds the reserved capac-
ity [14, 27]. Another approach to decrease cost is to utilize

spot instances, which are often priced much lower than on-
demand instances but may be revoked at any time based on
the infrastructure supply and demand [7, 38].

3 The Carbon-Performance-Cost Tension
We illustrate the tension between carbon-aware execution
and typical operational objectives using a simple example.
Our example consists of a synthetic three-day workload trace
with an exponentially distributed mean inter-arrival rate of
48 minutes, an exponentially distributed mean job length
of 4 hours, and 1 CPU core per job. This yields an average
cluster-wide demand of 5 CPUs. We simulate the execution
of this workload using a mix of reserved and on-demand
instances. We assume that the scheduler has five reserved
instances, each with one core. We selected reserved instances
equal to the mean demand to achieve low operational cost, as
explained in [8]. In this case, the scheduler meets the current
demand utilizing the available reserved instances and scales
the cluster using on-demand instances when no idle reserved
instances are available.

Using our example workload, we calculate the carbon
footprint, cost, and completion time of a carbon-agnostic
FCFS scheduler and compare it to the carbon-aware schedule
computed using Wait Awhile [44] that executes jobs in a
suspend-resume manner. We configure Wait Awhile with
a 24-hour maximum waiting time and compute the carbon
footprint of each job based on the carbon intensity of the time
slots when it executes. We assume that reserved instances
are turned off when idle, i.e., they do not consume energy
or carbon during idle periods. To determine the cost, we
assume a normalized pricing scheme [8] where reserved
instances cost 40% of the on-demand price. It is important to
note that reserved instances are paid upfront for the whole
period, whether utilized or not, while on-demand instances
are billed in a pay-as-you-go fashion. Finally, completion
time is computed as the sum of the waiting time and the job
execution time.

Figure 2a shows the original and the carbon-aware alloca-
tion when scheduling the workload based on the February
2022 carbon intensity of the California, US AWS cloud region.
As shown, the original demand is stable and able to utilize
the reserved instances effectively. In contrast, the carbon-
aware demand shows high spikes in low-carbon time slots,
where most of the demand is met by on-demand instances,
which increases the effective price of reserved instances and
reduces their cost savings. The implications of these sched-
uling decisions are shown in Figure 2b, which compares the
performance of Wait Awhile to the original carbon-agnostic
schedule. The carbon-aware schedule can achieve a 36% re-
duction in carbon emissions. However, changes in demand
patterns and effective price increase the cost by 68% and
completion time by 5.3×. Although some users may be will-
ing to tolerate longer completion times in return for carbon
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Figure 2. The tension between carbon-aware scheduling and typical cost metrics for a three-day workload in US California.

reductions, the resulting cost increases may be unacceptable
for many customers.

While the increase in operational costs and completion
times are key trade-offs, as explained earlier, carbon-aware
schedulers that do not consider other metrics can be aggres-
sive in their scheduling decisions, irrespective of the actual
gains. Figure 2a shows an example of time slots (marked by
red circles) with almost identical carbon intensity. As shown,
the carbon-aware scheduler focuses on time slots with the
lowest carbon intensity, regardless of the actual gains and the
performance and cost overheads of such a decision. Although
not shown in this figure, we also repeated this experiment
in Sweden’s AWS region, where carbon intensity is low and
stable. In this case, the carbon-aware scheduler resulted in a
76% increase in cost and 4.9 times longer completion time
while only providing a 4% reduction in carbon emissions.

4 GAIA Design and Policies
In this section, we outline the design of GAIA, our cloud
scheduler for batch processing, and highlight our carbon-,
performance-, and cost-aware scheduling policies.

4.1 System Architecture
We design GAIA as a set of modules and services that can be
integrated into any existing cloud-enabled batch scheduler.
Figure 3 presents the architecture of GAIA, where compo-
nents we augment for carbon awareness are highlighted in
blue. Below, we describe the key elements of our carbon-
aware batch scheduler in the cloud.
Job submission. Users submit jobs using an interface that
allows them to specify the various aspects of the job, such
as the desired queue, resource requirements, and time limits.
GAIA maintains the same interface provided by the underly-
ing batch scheduler and does not require any modifications
to users’ job submission workflow or how monitoring or
accounting are done.
Queues. GAIA follows typical scheduling configurations,
where queues represent different resource types, job lengths,
and user classes. For simplicity, we focus on job length
queues, where the queue determines the maximum length
the job can run for.

Carbon Information Service (CIS). To enable carbon-
aware scheduling, GAIA uses third-party CIS services such as
ElectricityMaps [25, 26, 42] that provide real-time per-region
carbon intensity information and forecasts.
Resource Manager. The resource manager is responsible
for resource allocation and monitoring. It operates on stan-
dard cloud offerings such as on-demand, reserved, and spot
instances. The resource manager follows the schedule and
uses reserved instances when available. If the demand ex-
ceeds the available reserved resources (or in on-demand-
only clusters), the resource manager allocates and releases
on-demand instances based on the number of jobs in the
queue. The resource manager can also alternate between
spot and on-demand instances based on their availability
and expected eviction rates.
Accounting. Today’s batch schedulers offer comprehensive
accounting capabilities that allow monitoring of a job’s re-
source consumption, execution time, waiting time, and exit
codes. For example, Slurm uses a DB Daemon (SlurmDBD)
and MySQL to maintain current and historical resource con-
sumption traces. However, in addition to standard metrics,
GAIA requires accounting for carbon footprint, cost, and elas-
ticity overheads, which vary based on execution time and the
cloud purchase options used for the job. To account for a job’s
carbon footprint, GAIA combines the job’s energy consump-
tion with the carbon intensity of energy from the CIS. GAIA
also considers the dynamics of various cloud offerings, such
as on-demand, reserved, and spot instances, to account for
the cost, carbon, and overhead of spawning cloud instances.
Finally, we highlight that the cost and energy consumption
of on-demand and spot instances are accounted for based on
usage. However, reserved instances’ costs are fully paid in
advance for the whole allocation time, aside from the actual
usage. Nonetheless, reserved instances’ energy and carbon
consumption can be accounted for based on actual usage.
GAIA Scheduler. At the core of our system lies the GAIA
scheduler. It is responsible for scheduling jobs submitted
by users based on policies determining when (waiting time)
and where (cloud offering) the job should run. The scheduler
supports a wide range of policies considering the carbon
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Figure 3. GAIA architecture and its components.

footprint, waiting time, and cost, as discussed below. Cur-
rently, GAIA is restricted to uninterruptible scheduling of
batch workloads, where the scheduler is responsible for pick-
ing a start time, and the job is executed until completion.
Adding suspend-resume capability to the scheduler is part
of future work. Such a capability can further increase car-
bon savings by suspending jobs during high carbon intensity
periods, albeit at the expense of increasing completion times.

4.2 GAIA Scheduling Policies
Our policies assume that users submit their jobs to a job
queue. For ease of exposition, we describe the policies as-
suming two queues — a short and a long queue. However, our
policies can be extended to an arbitrary number of queues.
These queues provide an upper bound on the job length,
where the cluster administrators specify a maximum time
�<0G
Bℎ>AC

and �<0G
;>=6

respectively, for which a job in each queue
can run before it is terminated. We also assume that the clus-
ter administrator specifies a maximum waiting time,,Bℎ>AC

and,;>=6, that a job in each queue is willing to wait — the
scheduler guarantees the job will begin executing no later
than, . Note that,Bℎ>AC and,;>=6 are system-wide param-
eters, and jobs do not need to specify any slack or deadlines.
In the rest of this section, we describe carbon-aware and
carbon- and waiting-aware policies while assuming a con-
stant pricing scheme, i.e., only on-demand instances. Then,
we extend these policies to include cost awareness using
cheaper reserved and/or spot instances.

4.2.1 Carbon-aware Batch Scheduling. To compute a
carbon-aware start time CBC0AC for a job arriving at time C , the
scheduler computes a start time within the window [C, C +, )
that optimizes the carbon footprint of the job and runs the
job until it finishes. The carbon-aware CBC0AC can be computed
in two ways. One way is to examine the carbon intensity
forecasts in thewindow [C, C+, ) and choose the slot with the
lowest carbon intensity to begin executing the job, denoted as
the Lowest Carbon Slot (Lowest-Slot) policy. An alternative
is to schedule the jobs around such low carbon periods, and
choose the time segment of length � with the lowest carbon
intensity. We refer to this approach as the Lowest Carbon
Window (Lowest-Window) policy. In this case, the scheduler

chooses CBC0AC ∈ [C, C +, ) such that the total carbon footprint
of the job in the interval [CBC0AC , CBC0AC + � ] is minimized. The
total carbon footprint C(CBC0AC ), at CBC0AC is given by:

C(CBC0AC ) =
CBC0AC+�∑
C=CBC0AC

2 (C) · 4.

where 2 (C) is carbon intensity at time slot C and 4 is the
energy cost of the cloud server for a time unit. However, as
mentioned in prior research [9, 18, 24], a batch scheduler may
not know the job length � prior to execution and may only
know a coarse upper bound based on the queue. In this case,
the Lowest-Window policy uses the historical queue-wide
average, �0E6

Bℎ>AC
and �

0E6

;>=6
for selecting the start time.

4.2.2 Waiting- and Carbon-aware Batch Scheduling.
The above carbon-aware policies are oblivious to increases
in completion time compared to the actual carbon savings.
To consider the performance overhead of carbon savings, a
scheduler can choose CBC0AC ∈ [C, C +, ) such that the Carbon
Saving per Completion Time, denoted as �() , is maximized.
We call this policy Carbon-Time. Under this policy, when a
job starts at CBC0AC , its �() (CBC0AC ) is given by:

�() (CBC0AC ) =
C(C) − C(CBC0AC )
CBC0AC + � − C

.

where C(C) is the carbon footprint of immediately starting
the job, i.e., carbon agnostic footprint, and C(CBC0AC ) is the
carbon footprint at CBC0AC . Similar to the earlier policies, GAIA
utilizes the mean job length �

0E6

Bℎ>AC
and �

0E6

;>=6
as a coarse ap-

proximation of the job length.

4.2.3 Cost- and Carbon-aware Batch Scheduling. Our
policies optimize carbon and consider the performance when
running jobs exclusively on on-demand servers at CBC0AC .
However, as explained in Section 2.3, a typical cloud-based
cluster utilizes a hybrid setting by using a “fixed” set of re-
served instances to fulfill a portion of their demand at a
cheaper cost. In this hybrid setting, when a job is dequeued,
the resource manager schedules the job on a reserved in-
stance if one is available, benefiting from the lower prices.
Otherwise, it launches an additional on-demand instance to
execute the job. Unfortunately, as highlighted in Section 3,
this approach reduces the cluster utilization, decreasing the
utility of the pre-paid reserved instances.

To maximize the utilization of reserved instances, and
thus lower on-demand costs, a scheduler should operate in
a work-conserving manner [9]. In this case, upon the arrival
of a new job, if an idle reserved server is available, it is sched-
uled immediately for execution with no wait. Otherwise, the
scheduler computes the carbon-aware CBC0AC that minimizes
the job’s carbon footprint. If a reserved server becomes idle
before the earliest CBC0AC , the job with this CBC0AC is started
on this reserved server. Otherwise, the scheduler acquires
an on-demand server at CBC0AC and executes the job on that
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server. We refer to this policy as the Reserved First (RES-
First) policy. The intuition behind this policy is that since
these instances have been paid for, it is better to use a work-
conserving approach that always schedules a newly arriving
or a queued job whenever a reserved server becomes idle.
This ensures cost-efficient execution using reserved servers.

Since cost-efficiency is crucial in this hybrid setting, a
key issue is that the amount of reserved capacity, which dic-
tates temporal flexibility and carbon emissions. For example,
when using only on-demand, the RES-First boils down to a
carbon-aware policy, resulting in the lowest carbon footprint.
However, increasing the reserved capacity and ensuring its
high utilization limits the temporal flexibility, and jobs may
be executed as they arrive or at a suboptimal CBC0AC . We il-
lustrate this relationship in Figure 4. Figure 4a illustrates
possible operating regimes. In regime 1 , the carbon foot-
print is minimal, and acquiring reserved instances to cover
the lower demand bound, see Figure 4b (top), will allow the
scheduler to maintain its carbon savings while achieving cost
savings. Regime 2 shows the trade-off between carbon and
cost, where the operator must choose the most critical objec-
tive. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 4b (bottom), where
surpassing the demand bound increases the cost savings but
limits the scheduler’s flexibility to follow the carbon-aware
schedule. Finally, in the regime 3 , the reserved capacity is
in excess, cannot satisfy the cost-breakeven utilization, and
offers no temporal flexibility — a regime operators should
always avoid. We note that increasing the reserved instances
for a work-conserving policy always reduces waiting time.

4.2.4 Spot-aware Batch Scheduling. On-demand in-
stances tend to be the best option for minimizing carbon
emissions. However, this comes at an increased operational
cost for cloud users due to the higher cost of on-demand
instances. While reserved instances helps with this issue,
they significantly limit carbon savings. One alternative is to
use spot instances, which are excess cloud resources rented
at a discounted rate, e.g., 20% of the on-demand price until
needed by a higher-paying customer so the current cus-
tomer is evicted. The likelihood of being evicted (eviction
rate), defined as the percent of evicted customers in a time

slot, e.g., an hour, changes as the daily and weekly demand
changes [46]. While there is a chance of eviction and loss of
a job’s progress, the high discount rate makes spot instances
attractive.

To benefit from spot instances’ discounted rate, GAIA uses
spot instances to satisfy a portion of the demand. In this case,
we compute a carbon-aware CBC0AC and execute the job on
a spot instance rather than an on-demand one. Since spot
instances can be evicted, we currently assume that all of the
job’s progress is lost. This assumption is common in HPC
settings [29] where application-agnostic system-level check-
point/restart is challenging to implement [32]. However, in
scenarios where checkpoint/restart functionality is available,
then an additional tradeoff exists between the checkpointing
overhead, eviction rate, and the amount of recomputation
required on each eviction, as discussed in prior work [33, 34].
Exploring this additional tradeoff in the context of carbon,
cost, and performance is future work.

The risk of being evicted and progress loss increases with
execution time; thus, we use spot instances only for short
job queues and restart the job on an on-demand instance if it
is evicted. We refer to this policy as Spot First (Spot-First).
The carbon and cost benefits of spot instances depend on
the eviction and discount rates, where a higher eviction rate
means more lost progress, which increases cost and carbon
overheads. Although the added cost is fixed, it is a function
of the difference between spot cost, on-demand cost, and
amount of lost progress. The added carbon depends on the
carbon intensity of the new execution window.

As a cloud user, combining different purchasing options
for maximum benefits is common. GAIA’s batch scheduler fol-
lows this same approach by integrating various resources and
types to get the most out of each purchasing option. Specif-
ically, we integrate the Reserved First (RES-First) policy
and Spot First (Spot-First) and use them for long and short
jobs, respectively. The short jobs follow the Spot-First pol-
icy by running on spot instances, and in case they fail, they
can run on either on-demand or reserved instances based on
availability. On the other hand, long jobs strictly follow the
RES-First policy and use on-demand only if the start time
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CBC0AC arrived and no reserved instance was available, a policy
we denote as Short Spot Reservation (Spot-RES). We note
that the combined policy is subject to the same trade-offs as
the RES-First policy, where potential gains and drawbacks
are experimentally detailed in Section 6.

5 Implementation
GAIA is designed as an extensible interface that can inte-
grate with standard batch schedulers such as SLURM, Spark,
etc. GAIA’s current implementation relies on the AWS Slurm
Cluster service, AWS ParallelCluster [1], an open-source
management tool that enables creating and managing High-
Performance Computing (HPC) clusters in AWS. It provides
users with automatic resource scaling that can dynamically
grow and shrink the cluster according to fluctuations in de-
mand. The cluster utilizes AWS elasticity to scale the cluster
based on resource demand and can be configured to use
multiple instance purchasing options and sizes. We deploy
GAIA along with the Slurm master node, which intercepts
all incoming job submissions and queues them based on the
underlying policy. The implementation uses PySlurm [3] to
submit and monitor jobs, as well as monitor cluster status.
We consider the entire instance time, including initiation and
termination times, for carbon and cost accounting. Other
accounting details are explained in Section 4.1.

To enable large-scale and year-long evaluation, we also
implement a cloud simulator, called GAIA-Simulator, that
incorporates GAIA’s components by emulating their cost
model, e.g., on-demand versus reserved pricing, and behav-
ior, e.g., instance revocations in spot instances. The simulator
follows the same interface and accounting methodology. Al-
though the current version does not account for initialization
and termination overheads, the results in Section 6 focus on
normalized metrics, enabling us to neglect such overheads.
The GAIA implementation for AWS and cloud emulators was
done in Python using ∼2k SLOC. The code is available at
https://github.com/umassos/GAIA.

6 Evaluation
This section evaluates our GAIA prototype and its scheduling
policies with regard to their carbon emissions, performance,
and cost. We start by exploring carbon emissions and its
effect on completion time using AWS ParallelCluster [1].
Next, we illustrate and quantify trade-offs in carbon-aware
scheduling when using GAIA in hybrid settings. Finally, we
leverage GAIA-Simulator to generalize our findings across
large-scale workload traces, regions, and settings.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Workload Traces Generation. Our experiments use three
real-world cluster traces: a two-month long Alibaba-PAI
trace [43], a month-long Azure-VM trace [11, 16], and a five-
year long Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) Mustang-HPC
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Figure 5. Job length (a) and CPU demand (b) distributions
between original and sampled Alibaba-PAI traces.

trace [10]. Note that the traces include jobs with multiple
tasks running in parallel. For example, the Mustang-HPC
trace includes many parallel MPI jobs. We used these traces
to construct synthetic traces as follows:
1) Sampling We used each original trace’s job length in-
formation to construct year-long and week-long multi-node
job traces. First, we uniformly sampled each original trace
to construct a 100k job trace spanning a full year. Each such
trace is used to simulate a year-long cluster run. Second,
to evaluate the GAIA prototype, we uniformly sampled 1k
jobs from the first week of the Alibaba-PAI trace forming a
week-long trace. Since such trace is used to evaluate the GAIA
prototype running on a real AWS ParalellCluster testbed, we
limited the sampling to jobs that run on four CPUs or less for
budgetary reasons. Further, when constructing these traces,
we ignored very short jobs (i.e., jobs less than five minutes)
and very long jobs (i.e., jobs longer than three days). We
assume that very short jobs may not tolerate long delays of
several hours and may not contribute to carbon consump-
tion. For example, in the Alibaba-PAI trace, although jobs
that are less than five minutes are 38% of the total number of
jobs, they only contribute 0.36% of the total compute cycles.
In addition, very long jobs spanning multiple days will see
little benefit from being delayed due to the diurnal nature of
carbon intensity variations [39].
2) Length Extension. To construct our year-long workload
traces, we used the last year of the Mustang-HPC trace and
replicated the Azure-VM and Alibaba-PAI traces multiple
times and then sample from them. Although such replication
does not capture seasonal demand changes, using a year-long
trace captures the effects of seasonal variations in carbon
intensity on the workload’s carbon footprint.
3) Demand Normalization. Traces use different com-
pute units, e.g., Azure-VM trace provides resource buckets,
Alibaba-PAI trace uses GPUs, whileMustang-HPC trace uses
a 24-core machine as a unit. We use these numbers as a proxy
of CPU demand and assume that resources are homogeneous.

Figure 5 shows the distributions of job lengths and job
demand for the year-long (100k) and week-long (1k) traces

https://github.com/umassos/GAIA
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Figure 6. Carbon intensity across diverse cloud regions.
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Figure 7. Mean carbon intensity across different months in
California, US and South Australia.

constructed from the original Alibaba-PAI trace using the
above process. The figure shows that both traces have job
length distributions that resemble the original trace.TheCPU
demand distribution of the week-long trace is somewhat
different from the original (due to the trace being limited to
jobs with 4 CPUs or less for experimental tractability), while
the year-long trace is similar to the original trace.
Carbon Intensity Traces. We use hourly carbon intensity
traces from Electricity Maps [26] for 2022 from 5 geograph-
ical regions, shown in Figure 6. We group them into three
categories based on average carbon intensity (Low, Medium,
and High) and two categories based on variability (Stable and
Variable). The selected regions are representative examples
of various combinations of carbon intensity and variability
in today’s cloud regions. Figure 7 shows the variations in
average carbon intensity in California, US and South Aus-
tralia. In addition to daily variations, see Figure 1, and yearly
variations, see Figure 6, the figure highlights year-long varia-
tions that significantly impact the total carbon consumption.
For example, the carbon intensity in South Australia almost
doubles between July and December. Finally, we assume
perfect knowledge of the future carbon intensity, as prior
work demonstrates that carbon intensity forecasts are highly
accurate [25].
GAIA Deployment. We deploy GAIA in AWS where the
head node uses a c7gn.xlarge instance, while workers use
c7gn.medium. The c7gn.medium costs $0.0624 per hour. We
utilize actual pricing discounts for 3-year reserved and spot
instances. The 3-year reserved and spot instance costs 40%
and 20% of the on-demand instance price, respectively. Fi-
nally, we note that GAIA experiments on AWS Parallel cluster

Table 1. Summary of scheduling policies

Policy Job Length Carbon-Aware Performance-Aware
NoWait [9] - - -

AllWait-Threshold [9] - - -
Wait Awhile [44] Yes Yes -
Ecovisor [35] - Yes -
Lowest-Slot - Yes -
Lowest-Window �0E6 Yes -
Carbon-Time �0E6 Yes Yes

use an expedited time frame where we accelerate experi-
ments by a factor of 5×.
Baselines. Table 1 summarizes our baseline policies and our
proposed policies from Section 4.2 and their assumptions.We
later explain howwe use these policies in a work-considering
manner or with spot instances.
1. No Jobs Wait (NoWait) [8]: This policy runs jobs as they

arrive and represents a carbon- and cost-agnostic baseline.
2. All Jobs Wait Threshold (AllWait-Threshold) [8]: A

cost-aware baseline that delays the job until a reserved
instance is available or until the maximum waiting time is
reached. Upon reaching the maximum waiting time, the
scheduler runs the job on an on-demand instance.

3. Wait Awhile [44]: A carbon-aware policy that knows
the job length � and the deadline. The policy schedules
the workload by selecting time slots summing to � with
the lowest carbon intensity within this deadline, which
we set as � +, . To emulate such an assumption, we
profile the workload and then configure the job to run
for a predetermined number of cycles corresponding to a
specific amount of time.

4. Ecovisor [35]: This policy uses a greedy threshold ap-
proach and executes the job if the current carbon inten-
sity is below the threshold; otherwise, it pauses the job.
We set the threshold to the 30th percentile of the carbon
intensity over the next 24 hours. To ensure compliance
with our waiting limits, the job is executed to completion
after waiting for the allowed time.

5. Proposed Policies: The Lowest-Slot policy does not
know the job length, the Lowest-Window, and Carbon-
Time policies know a queue-wide average. Lastly, the
Carbon-Time acknowledges the performance overheads.
For all scheduling policies, unless otherwise mentioned,

the maximum time for the short queue (�Bℎ>AC ) is 2 hrs, and
all other jobs are submitted to the long queue. We assume
that users accurately assign their short and long jobs to
the appropriate job queue. Finally, we configure maximum
waiting times for the short and long jobs (,Bℎ>AC and,;>=6)
to be 6 and 24 hrs, respectively.

6.2 Carbon- and Performance-aware Scheduling
In this section, we examine scheduling policies for different
job characteristics and assumptions using GAIA-prototype
and the week-long (1k jobs) from the Alibaba-PAI trace.
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different policies in South Australia.
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Figure 9. CDF of normalized total carbon reduction for the
Alibaba-PAI trace in South Australia across job length using
the Carbon-Time policy.

6.2.1 Scheduling Policies. We start by evaluating the
reductions in carbon emissions and performance overhead
of carbon-aware and carbon-performance-aware scheduling
policies. Figure 8 depicts the carbon emissions and waiting
times of six policies, see Table 1, normalized to the highest
value in each metric. The figure shows that the suspend-
resume policies (e.g., Wait Awhile and Ecovisor) achieve both
the lowest carbon emissions and the highest performance
penalty (i.e., highest waiting times), as such policies are often
aggressive in their scheduling decisions and may delay a
job until the latest possible moment if it yields any carbon
savings. The figure also shows the ability of policies that
only know a coarse-grained estimate of job length and do not
require suspensions to achieve comparable carbon emissions.
For instance, the Lowest-Window incurs 3% and 16% more
carbon emissions compared to Ecovisor and Wait Awhile
policies, respectively, without knowing the exact job length
or interrupting executions. Finally, the figure shows that the
Carbon-Time policy that considers both carbon savings and
performance overhead can reduce the performance overhead
by 50% compared to the WaitAwhile while adding 6% and
23%more carbon emissions compared to the Lowest-Window
and Wait Awhile policies.

6.2.2 Effect of Job Characteristics. Job length and re-
source demand greatly influence carbon emissions [39].
Short jobs can be shifted to the time slots with the lowest
carbon intensity, while long jobs will be subjected to daily
carbon intensity patterns. In contrast, medium-length jobs
have more potential for carbon savings, as they use more
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Figure 10. Normalized carbon, cost, and waiting time across
policies using 9 reserved instances, in South Australia.

compute cycles than short jobs and can still be shifted to
low-carbon periods. Figure 9 shows shows the CDF of to-
tal carbon reduction by job length using the Carbon-Time
policy. Although jobs ≤1hr are almost 50% of the total jobs
in the traces, see Figure 5a, they only contribute 10% to the
total savings. Moreover, the figure shows that only 7.5% car-
bon savings come from long jobs(≥24 hrs), as they benefit
less from temporal shifting since the carbon intensity has
roughly a 24 hour period. Lastly, the graph shows that 50% of
the carbon savings come from jobs between 3 and 12hrs since
they consume the most CPU cycles in the cluster and have
some flexibility to be shifted to the lowest carbon windows.
Key Takeaways: Coarse grain estimates of job length and
understanding the carbon-performance trade-off enable carbon-
aware scheduling policies to reduce waiting time by 50% while
incurring 23% more carbon emissions compared to the Wait
Awhile policy that knows job length and allows interruptible
executions. Total carbon emissions savings from very short and
very long jobs are negligible.

6.3 Cost- and Carbon-aware Scheduling
In this section, we consider a realistic hybrid setting where
users are cost-conscious and financial costs are at least as
important as carbon savings. We reveal the trade-off by
employing the work-conserving (RES-First) and the spot-
aware (Spot-First) variants of the proposed policies using
our GAIA-prototype and the week-long (1k jobs) from the
Alibaba-PAI trace.

6.3.1 Reserved-Aware Scheduling. As explained in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, the amount of reserved capacity and its utilization
impacts the cost and carbon consumption of the cluster. Fig-
ure 10 shows the performance of six scheduling policies
(see Table 1) normalized to the highest value in each metric
when running on 9 reserved instances. As shown, the NoWait
policy gives the highest carbon footprint, while the AllWait-
Threshold policy provides the lowest cost for this amount
of reserved instances, but results in a high carbon consump-
tion and the highest waiting time. The figure demonstrates
the drawback of carbon-aware policies, which results in the
highest costs while yielding the same carbon savings shown
in Figure 8. The high execution costs of Wait Awhile and
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Figure 11. Normalized carbon and cost w.r.t. NoWait (on-
demand) execution (left-axis) and waiting time (right-axis)
across reserved instances using the RES-First-Carbon-Time
policy in South Australia.

Ecovisor are due to the suspend-resume execution, which
highly fragments the demand, leading to lower utilization. Fi-
nally, we show how the proposed RES-First-Carbon-Time
policies balance the metrics, achieving the best performance
and saving 21% of the operational cost while retaining 50%
of the achieved carbon savings of the Carbon-Time policy.

Reserved instances and attentiveness toward their high
utilization affect the scheduling decisions and the perfor-
mance outcomes. This hybrid setting introduces a three-way
trade-off between cost, carbon, and waiting time (perfor-
mance). Figure 11 highlights this relationship using the RES-
First-Carbon-Time policy. The figure shows normalized
cost, carbon (left y-axis), and waiting time (right y-axis) with
respect to the NoWait with no reserved instances. As shown,
adding reserved instances, up to a certain point, decreases
the cost as jobs benefit more from the cheaper reserved in-
stances while limiting carbon savings as jobs increasingly
run on reserved instances. The figure shows that selecting 18
instances yields the lowest cost while yielding 6% less carbon
than the NoWait baseline. The figure also shows how users
can select their trade-off point based on their objectives. For
example, compared to selecting 18 reserved instances, users
can use 15 reserved instances, increasing the carbon savings
to 10% for an extra 4% cost, i.e., 55% cost-savings compared
to a pure on-demand cluster. Finally, the results show that
the average waiting time strictly decreases with the number
of reserved instances, as it reduces the probability of staying
in the waiting queue until the carbon-optimal start time.

6.3.2 Spot-Aware Scheduling. Spot instances offer car-
bon and cost benefits by allowing the scheduler to follow a
carbon-aware schedule while running at a discounted price.
However, the benefits of spot instances are limited by the
ability to acquire and keep the instance during the entire
execution time. To address this, we only schedule short jobs
(≤ 2 hrs) on spot instances, an assumption we revisit later.1
Figure 12 depicts the carbon, waiting time, and cost of differ-
ent policies and add the Carbon-Time policy with 0 reserved

1Spot instances were never evicted in our experiments.
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Figure 12. Normalized carbon and cost when using spot and
reserved instances. TheThe value (') below each label represent
the number reserved instances.

instances for reference. As shown, using the spot instances
with carbon-aware policies, i.e., Spot-First-Carbon-Time
and Spot-First-Ecovisor, maintains the carbon savings de-
picted in Figure 8, while providing 17% cost savings. The fig-
ure also shows that combining spot and reserved instances
(e.g., Spot-RES-Carbon-Time) introduces the same trade-off
between carbon and cost. However, the trade-off points will
depend on the demand not covered by spot instances. For
example, when using 9 reserved instances, the remaining
load will decrease the cost, saving 42% compared to Carbon-
Time with 0 reserved instances, but will force more long
jobs to run at a sub-optimal start time, reducing the carbon
savings to 15%. In contrast, when using 6 reserved instances,
the system achieves 20% carbon savings for 11% extra cost
compared to Spot-RES (9). Finally, we highlight that GAIA
does not dictate the size of reserved capacity but provides
the best carbon savings under any configuration.
Key Takeaways: Using reserved and spot instances allows
users to configure the carbon-cost trade-off point. Our results
demonstrate that we can double the carbon savings per percent-
age increase in cost while decreasing performance overheads.

6.4 Large Scale Experiments
In this section, we utilize GAIA-Simulator to evaluate our
proposed scheduling policies in a simulated large cluster
setting using the year-long (100k) real-world cluster traces
from Mustang-HPC trace, Alibaba-PAI trace, and Azure-VM
trace.

6.4.1 Trade-offs Across Workload Traces. Figure 13
presents the normalized carbon emissions and waiting time
for different workloads executed in US California. Figure 13a
shows that the Wait Awhile policy achieves lowest car-
bon emissions and the highest performance overheads. The
Mustang-HPC and Azure-VM traces show maximum carbon
savings of 26% and 19%, respectively. The reason for this
variation is attributed to the job distribution among traces.
For example, the Mustang-HPC trace maximum job length is
16 hrs, allowing it to gain high savings, while the Azure-VM
trace has long jobs that span across cycles of carbon intensity.
The figure also depicts the sensitivity to the knowledge of
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Figure 13. Normalized carbon (a) and waiting time (b) across
policies and cluster traces in US California.
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Figure 14. Saved carbon per waiting times for different waiting
time thresholds for the Alibaba-PAI trace in South Australia.

the job and the benefits of suspend-resume execution. For
example, compared to the Wait Awhile policy that knows
the job length and can suspend the job, the Lowest-Window
policy retains 68% of the carbon savings for the Mustang-
HPC trace while only preserving 44% of the savings for the
Azure-VM trace. This variation directly results from the job
length distribution between traces where the job length aver-
age of the Mustang-HPC trace is representative of the whole
trace, while jobs in Azure-VM are more variable. Finally, we
demonstrate the benefits of the Carbon-Time policy, which
can reduce the waiting time by 20% compared to the Lowest-
Window policy while yielding comparable carbon savings.
Key Takeaways:Under the same scheduling assumptions, aug-
menting carbon-aware policies with performance-awareness
decreases waiting time by 20% with similar carbon savings.

6.4.2 Effect of Waiting Time. Waiting time represents
the performance penalty the user is willing to pay to obtain
carbon savings. Although willingness to wait longer (i.e.,
lower performance) should yield higher savings, extending
the waiting time yields diminishing gains [21, 39]. More-
over, as noted earlier, some carbon-aware schedulers delay
jobs if it results in any carbon savings, which may not be
worthwhile compared to the incurred performance overhead.
Figure 14 shows the carbon saving per each waiting hour
incurred by the user when applying the Lowest-Window and
Carbon-Time policies for different maximum waiting time
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Figure 15. Normalized carbon emissions across workloads and
regions, using Carbon-Time policy.
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Figure 16. Normalized and saved carbon emissions for the
Alibaba-PAI trace across regions, using Carbon-Time policy.

thresholds. Figure 14a shows the effect of,Bℎ>AC while fixing
,;>=6 = 24 hrs, while Figure 14b shows the effect of,;>=6

while fixing,Bℎ>AC = 6 hrs. As depicted, extending the wait-
ing time for short jobs results in lower savings per waiting
hour. Short jobs constitute most of the workload trace and
can significantly impact the mean waiting time, but have a
limited effect on the overall carbon savings as stated earlier.
Conversely, extending the waiting time for long jobs leads
to higher savings, but there is a point beyond which waiting
longer shows diminishing carbon savings but high waiting
times. Lastly, although the Lowest-Window policy can reduce
carbonmore than the Carbon-Time policy, the Carbon-Time
policy consistently outperforms the Lowest-Window policy
by providing higher savings per waiting time. The results
show that the Carbon-Time policy achieves 80-90% of the
carbon savings of the Lowest-Window policy while decreas-
ing waiting time by 20-30%.
Key Takeaways: Increasing waiting time results in diminish-
ing increases in carbon savings and considering the benefits
of waiting will limit the carbon-aware schedulers’ aggression
towards limited carbon savings.

6.4.3 Effect of Geographic Regions. Carbon intensity
characteristics determine the possible carbon savings. For
example, carbon intensity variations within the scheduling
horizon dictate the potential savings a job can yield, while the
carbon intensity, in g·CO2eq, governs the total carbon sav-
ings. Figure 15 illustrates the normalized carbon emissions
and total savings, compared to the NoWait policy, for various
regions and workload traces using the Carbon-Time policy.
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Figure 17. Normalized cost and carbon emissions across work-
load traces and policies, in South Australia. The value (') refers
to the number of reserved instances for each trace.

As shown, regions with high variations result in low car-
bon emissions and vice versa. For example, South Australia,
which has the highest variation, see Figure 6, yields the low-
est emissions, achieving 27.5% less carbon emissions, while
the Kentucky trace only yields 1% less carbon emissions.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that waiting time, which we
omit for space constraints, remains the same across regions
for the same workload trace.

Effective carbon-aware scheduling policies are judged not
only by normalized carbon savings but also by their total car-
bon reductions. Figure 16 illustrates the normalized and total
carbon savings of the Alibaba-PAI trace using the Carbon-
Time policy. The graph shows the impact of regional carbon
intensity characteristics depicted in Figure 6, where regions
with higher variations results in lower normalized carbon
emissions. The results also show that, although the total sav-
ings in Ontario, Canada, and Kentucky, US, are the same
at 10 kg·CO2eq, their normalized savings differ 20%. Thus,
users should consider their decisions’ total carbon reduction,
rather than normalized savings, to judiciously select their
carbon-performance-cost trade-off configurations across op-
erating regions.
Key Takeaways: Carbon consumption and savings varies sig-
nificantly across regions, while performance overhead (waiting
time) is static aside from these variations.

6.4.4 Reserved-First Scheduling. Reserved instances in-
troduce a trade-off between cost and carbon savings that
varies across workload traces and policies. Figure 17 shows
the normalized cost and carbon per workload traces com-
pared to the highest value across policies in South Australia.
Since traces’ compute demand differs, we allocate a differ-
ent number of reserved instances ' per trace, where ' is
selected as the trace’s mean demand, which results in high
cost-savings as mentioned in [8].

As expected, the AllWait-Threshold policy yields the
highest carbon consumption and cost savings up to
46%, while the Ecovisor policy yields the highest cost,
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Figure 18. Spot-First carbon and cost w.r.t. NoWait (on-
demand) execution for Azure-VM trace in South Australia.

adding 117 and 12% more cost compared to the AllWait-
Threshold and the Carbon-Time policies. In contrast, the
RES-First-Carbon-Time can bridge the gap by adding up to
9% more cost than the AllWait-Threshold, while using up
to 11% more carbon than the Ecovisor policy. The results also
depict variations among traces where the Azure-VM trace
shows the highest cost savings and lowest carbon reductions
while the Mustang-HPC trace shows the lowest cost savings
and highest carbon reduction. This is related to the demand
variability where the mean demand — the used number of re-
served instances — matches the demand where most jobs are
executed in the reserved instances. The demand coefficient
of variant (standard deviation/mean) for the Mustang-HPC
and Azure-VM traces are 0.8 and 0.3, respectively.
Key Takeaways: The variations in demand limit the cost sav-
ings but increase the scheduling flexibility, which in turn allows
for higher carbon savings.

6.4.5 Hybrid Cloud Clusters. Spot instances relax the
carbon-cost tension by allowing cost savings while following
the carbon-aware schedule. However, spot instances may be
evicted at any time, and the chance of being evicted increases
with execution time. Figure 18 details the potential gains and
overheads of the Spot-First policy across different settings
when replaying theAzure-VM trace in South Australia.The x-
axis depicts the maximum allowed time to be executed on the
spot instance, i.e., �<0G . We test with various eviction rates
that typically appear in a real datacenter and assume that
evicted instances progress is lost. The case of zero eviction
presents an upper bound on cost savings and retains the
same carbon savings as the carbon aware policy, which is
computed using the (Carbon-Time) policy.

As expected, extending �<0G without evictions is always
beneficial in cost and maintains all the carbon savings. How-
ever, with the introduction of eviction, extending �<0G yields
no or diminishing cost savings while strictly increasing car-
bon consumption. For example, when the eviction rate is
15%, extending �<0G beyond 6 hrs yields no cost savings
but increases the carbon by up to 12%. The reason for such
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Figure 19. Normalized carbon and cost across �<0G values for
Azure-VM trace in South Australia, with a 10% eviction rate.

increases is that longer jobs are more likely to be evicted,
where the amount of lost progress, which incurs cost over-
head, outweighs the cost and gains from trying to follow the
carbon-aware schedule.

Mixing cloud instances yields a different trade-off as
it allows high carbon savings from following the carbon-
aware schedule by using spot instances and gaining cost
savings from the discounted rate of spot and reserved in-
stances, realized by the Spot-RES-Carbon-Time policy. We
note that the Spot-RES-Carbon-Time policy boils down
to Spot-First-Carbon-Time when reserved is 0 and RES-
First-Carbon-Time when spot instances are not utilized.
Figure 19 illustrates the effect of extending the reserved ca-
pacity across different �<0G for the Azure-VM trace in South
Australia, with a 10% eviction rate. As shown, extending
the reserved capacity shows similar trends across all cases.
However, the lowest cost point achieves higher carbon sav-
ings since the demand is partially split between regular and
spot instances. For example, when considering 12hr jobs
(�<0G = 12) for spot instances, the lowest cost is achieved
by having 120 reserved instances while achieving 7% carbon
savings. Similarly, when (�<0G = 6), the lowest cost point
(140 instances) offers 5.5% carbon savings.
Key Takeaways: Using of spot instances for long jobs has a
negative effect on cost and carbon. Hybrid clusters that use on-
demand, spot, and reserved instances can partially overcome
the carbon-cost tension.

7 Discussion
We have shown that a trade-off exists between carbon emis-
sions, performance, and cost in hybrid batch schedulers that
include both reserved and on-demand resources. We list our
findings to help users select their appropriate trade-off point.

1. Consider both carbon and performance. Scheduling to
minimize only carbon can introduce a high performance
penalty for comparatively little carbon savings. Thus, con-
sidering both carbon savings and performance, e.g., in
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Figure 20. Carbon intensity and energy cost for June 7-8
2022 in US, Texas.

Carbon-Time policy, is important when making schedul-
ing decisions.

2. Waiting for 12hrs balances carbon and performance.
Configuring the waiting time at the knee of the carbon-
performance frontier by setting the waiting time to 12hrs
for long jobs, see Figure 14, strikes a balance between
carbon and performance.

3. Delaying medium-length jobs is most beneficial.
Medium (3-12hrs) jobs have the most potential to reduce
carbon emissions as they can be flexibly moved to low-
carbon slots. In contrast, delaying several-day jobs has
less carbon reduction potential as they are subjected to
diurnal carbon intensity variations, as demonstrated in
Figure 9.

4. Reserve between the base and the mean demand.
Users can reduce their cost without affecting the sched-
uling flexibility by reserving enough capacity to satisfy
their base demand (See regime 1 from Figure 4). Further
increases in reserved instances till the mean demand al-
lows users to configure the trade-off point as shown in
Figure 11 and Figure 17.

5. Use spot instances for short jobs. Spot instances can
alleviate the carbon-cost tension when used with short
jobs to avoid eviction overheads.
Selecting an appropriate trade-off point depends on user

requirements and workload demand patterns. However, us-
ing a mixture of reserved, somewhere between the baseload
and average demand, and spot instances increases cost sav-
ings. In addition, using the Carbon-Time policy, focusing on
medium-length jobs, and configuring the scheduler to allow
12hrs of waiting time can increase the carbon reductions.

This paper focuses on carbon-cost trade-offs introduced
by different cloud pricing models and their utilization from
a cloud customer perspective. However, this trade-off also
presents itself in private clouds due to dynamic energy pric-
ing. Thus, as the compute cost varies throughout the day, a
carbon-aware schedule might not comply with a cost-aware
one. For example, when the carbon intensity and cost valleys
are aligned, the provider can find a schedule that optimizes
both carbon and cost. Otherwise, the user is left with a trade-
off between carbon and cost. Figure 20 shows the ERCOT
electricity grid (US, Texas) carbon intensity [26] and pricing
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per MWh [2] for two consecutive days. The figure demon-
strates both cases where the first day of a carbon-aware
schedule is also cost-effective. In contrast, the second day de-
picts a mismatch between carbon and cost, where the users
are forced to prioritize one over the other. Finally, we note
that carbon intensity and cost data from ERCOT showed a
correlation coefficient of 0.16; thus, operators are left with a
similar carbon-cost trade-off.

Finally, while our work considers an explicit carbon-
performance-cost trade-off, an alternative approach is to
assign an explicit cost to carbon and thus reduce the problem
to a simpler cost-performance trade-off. For example, a cost
may be assigned to carbon emissions by applying a carbon
tax or mandating the purchase of carbon offsets. Assigning
such a direct cost to carbon would then enable policymakers
to adjust the incentive to reduce carbon emissions by adjust-
ing the cost. Thus, a high carbon tax would translate to high
carbon periods also being high cost periods. A few countries
have such a carbon tax, although most countries, including
the United States, do not [5], likely because a carbon tax
would raise energy costs [28]. Mandating the purchase of
carbon offsets can serve a similar role as a carbon tax in
assigning a cost to carbon. Some countries even permit the
use of carbon offsets to satisfy carbon taxes [4]. Importantly,
even if governments impose a carbon tax or mandate the
purchase of carbon offsets, to simplify the trade-off, cloud
platforms would need to expose this carbon cost to cloud
users by incorporating it into their resource cost. Currently,
even in countries with a carbon tax or mandatory carbon
offset scheme, cloud platforms do not vary resource prices
based on carbon emissions.

8 Related Work
Carbon-aware Scheduling. Prior work has employed tem-
poral shifting to schedule jobs at low carbon slots [17, 35,
39, 40, 44], spatial shifting by considering the carbon inten-
sity across multiple possible cloud regions [17, 36, 39], and
demand regulation by adjusting the job demand according
to the carbon intensity by scaling jobs or curtailing their
demand without pausing them [20, 21, 35, 40]. However,
prior work generally focuses on minimizing the carbon emis-
sions of a single job, while GAIA focuses on quantifying the
carbon-cost-performance trade-off.

Perhaps the most relevant work is presented in [30, 45, 48]
where the authors of [48] discuss the role of capacity caps in
carbon-aware scheduling along with key opportunities and
challenges. The authors of [30] explore such a mechanism
in carbon-aware management of private clouds containing
interactive and batch workloads by applying a global vir-
tual capacity limit to minimize carbon consumption while
adhering to SLO constraints. Another relevant approach is
presented in [45], where the authors enforce a datacenter-
level power cap at high carbon periods by modulating the

demand through temporal shifting and demand throttling of
both interactive and batch jobs using the power-performance
trade-offs across heterogeneous workloads while fairly at-
tributing such resource throttling across multiple workloads.
Similarly, GAIA employs temporal shifting but considers only
batch workloads. In addition, GAIA focuses on the cloud cus-
tomer’s perspective while these works are from a cloud
provider’s perspective and thus do not consider the cost
trade-off for cloud users introduced by on-demand, spot,
and reserved instances. Nonetheless, using resource caps
across different purchase options instead of carbon-aware
scheduling policies, as in GAIA, can yield similar carbon-
performance-cost trade-offs. Finally, we note that, although
not tackled in these works, providers may face a carbon-cost
trade-off due to variations in energy prices.
Overheads of Carbon Reduction. The trade-offs intro-
duced by carbon-aware scheduling have been mentioned
in earlier work [6, 20, 21, 40] without providing methods to
address them.The authors of [40] highlighted that increasing
completion time is a byproduct of carbon-aware scheduling.
Additionally, in [20, 21], the authors demonstrated that ex-
ploiting computing flexibility for carbon reduction increases
energy consumption and cost. Finally, the authors of [6]
noted the expected demand changes in carbon-aware sched-
uling. In contrast, we quantify this conflict’s breadth and
propose practical mechanisms to overcome these overheads.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the costs of carbon reduction
and showed the fundamental tension between carbon emis-
sions, performance, and cost. We showed the breadth of these
trade-offs in multiple settings and key reasons behind such
tension. To limit this tension, we presented GAIA and sched-
uling policies that navigate the trade-offs between carbon,
performance, and cost. We have shown different ways to
explore the three-way trade-off under different provisioning
mixtures and offer methods to increase carbon savings with
minimal cost and performance increases. In future work, we
will focus on other carbon-saving modalities, such as scaling,
and evaluate them in geographically federated clusters.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
This artifact contains the GAIA scheduler’s source code, the
proposed scheduler in the paper: Going Green for Less Green:
Optimizing the Cost of Reducing Cloud Carbon Emissions,
and execution instructions. GAIA is written in Python and re-
quires 1) pcluster: AWS ParallelCluster management com-
mand line interface and 2) PySlurm: Python-based SLURM
interface. GAIA contains two interfaces: an AWS Parallel-
Cluster interface and a simulation interface. The AWS Paral-
lelCluster is used to demonstrate our policies in a real testbed,
while the simulation is used for large-scale experiments. The
artifact also includes a configurable MPI program that il-
lustrates different job lengths and resource requirements in
the AWS ParallelCluster (Slurm) testbed. The artifact details
instructions for executing GAIA in both environments and
lists instructions for repeating Figures 8-12 in the simula-
tion environment. We provided instructions for running the
simulations and a Jupyter notebook to plot the results.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: Scheduling polices explained in Section 4.2
• Program: GAIA scheduler with AWS ParallelCluster

(Slurm) and simulation interfaces.
• Compilation: cmake v3.10+, libopenmpi-dev/openmpi-
bin v4.1, and PySlurm v23.2.2. 2

• Data set: Utilized job traces and carbon-traces are pro-
vided.

• Run-time environment: Code do not require specific
environment but AWS tests used Ubuntu 20.04, AWS
ParallelCluster v3.6.1, and Slurm v23.02.2.

• Metrics: Carbon Emissions, Dollar Cost, and Waiting
Time.

• Output: CSV files
• Experiments: We demonstrate the tension between

carbon, performance (waiting time) and cost. We also
show the effect of policies and knowledge assumptions

• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (ap-
proximately)?: Required simulations take 10 minute
per experiment. Real-experiments uses 2-3 days per
experiment.

• How much time is needed to complete experiments
(approximately)?: Simulation: 1 hours, Real: 50 Days
(Can be executed in parallel)

• Publicly available?: Yes
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: MIT
• Archived (provide DOI)? 10.5281/zenodo.10888009

A.3 Description
GAIA implements two software interfaces for simulation
and for AWS ParallelCluster testbed. We list instructions for
both separately.

2Only required for AWS tests and instructions provided.

A.3.1 How to access. The code can be pulled from the pub-
lic Git repository https://github.com/umassos/GAIA, where
the branch ‘artifact’ is prepared for artifact evaluation. The
dependencies are PySlurm and AWS ParallelCluster CLI. De-
tailed installation steps are available in the README.md.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. The code does not have
any hardware requirements. The AWS ParallelCluster tests
were executed on instance type c7gn.medium.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. The simulations and plot-
ting were implemented using pandas v1.4.3, matplotlib
v3.5.3, and seaborn v0.12.0.

TheAWS ParallelCluster tests were executed using Ubuntu
20.04 and Slurm. The sample MPI job requires cmake,
libopenmpi-dev, and openmpi-bin for compilation. The
scheduler required PySlurm v23.2.2 to communicate with
the Slurm v23.02.2 scheduler.

A.3.4 Data sets. All the required data is provided in the
repository.

A.4 Installation
To download the code:

git clone -b artifiact \

github.com:umassos/GAIA

A.4.1 Simulation Environment. The simulation relies
on pandas and numpy to install requirements use:

pip3 install -r requirements.txt

A.4.2 AWS ParallelCluster Environment. In addition
to the simulation dependencies, running GAIA in AWS Paral-
lelCluster (Slurm) requires ParallelCluster CLI, PySlurm, and
an executable job.The README.md contains 1) Installing AWS
ParallelCluster CLI tool, 2) sample configuration files used
to create the cluster, 3) The code and complication details for
an N-body simulation MPI job to be used in our experiments,
and 4) PySlurm installation details.

A.5 Experiment workflow
The experiments demonstrate the conflict between perfor-
mance, carbon, and cost. To execute the experiments, the
GAIA scheduler loads a carbon trace, workload trace, and
cluster assumptions (reserved instance, spot, etc.). GAIA uses
the selected scheduling algorithms, job length knowledge
assumptions, and user configuration (waiting time) to select
each job start time. We list a few examples here. Details are
available in the README.md
Example 1: To run in a carbon and cost-agnostic manner.

python3 src/run.py --scheduling -policy \

cost --carbon -policy waiting -w 0x0

https://github.com/umassos/GAIA
https://pyslurm.github.io/23.2/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/parallelcluster/latest/ug/install-v3-parallelcluster.html
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Example 2: To run using the lowest carbon window (using
cluster-wide aggregate) and maximumwaiting 6hrs for short
jobs (<2hrs) and 24hrs for long jobs.

python3 src/run.py --scheduling -policy \

carbon --carbon -policy waiting -w 6x24

The default is to execute simulation. To use the AWS Paral-
lelCluster run the code inside the cluster master and provide
the --cluster-type slurm flag.

ssh user@masternodeIP

python3 src/run.py --cluster -type slurm

A.6 Evaluation and expected results
To reproduce Figures 8-12, we provide four bash scripts that
customize and run the experiments with the needed config-
uration. We provided a jupyter notebook to plot the Figures
in notebooks/evaluation_ploti�pynb.
- Figure 8: Normalized carbon emissions and waiting times
across policies.
- Figure 9: CDF of the normalized total carbon reductions.

./src/figure8 -9.sh

- Figure 10: Normalized Carbon, Cost, and Waiting Time
across policies when using reserved instances.

./src/figure10.sh

- Figure 11: Effect of reserved instances on the carbon sav-
ings and cost using a work-conserving and carbon-aware
scheduling policy.

./src/figure11.sh

- Figure 12: Effect of both spot and reserved instances on the
carbon savings and cost using multiple policies and configu-
rations.

./src/figure12.sh

The result for each experiments are an aggregate file that
contains the total consumption, a details file that contains
the consumption of each job, and a run time file that contains
the allocation and carbon consumption during the execution
time.

A.7 Experiment customization
Users can customize their configurations and use examples
from the evaluation section.

1. Carbon Trace: Carbon Intensity (per hour) for expected
experiment duration.

2. Carbon Index: Start index within the trace to test sea-
sons and times of day.

3. Workload Trace: Workload trace (jobs with length and
CPU requirements).

4. Scheduling Policies (README.md provides the mapping
between policies and configurations).

5. Cluster Configuration: Types of used resources, e.g.,
Reserved, Spot, and On-Demand.

A.8 Notes
The code to execute the jobs in AWS ParallelCluster is avail-
able, and we are happy to work with reviewers to show how
it runs. However, we are asking the reviewers to reproduce
results in simulation, as reproducing the results in the AWS
ParallelCluster testbed is time-consuming and costly.

Also, we omitted the instructions to run Figures 13-19
as they are a super-set of the findings in Figures 8-12 and
require many hours in simulation as traces are year-long
and have 100k jobs. However, we provided the used traces
and will provide the details if the reviewers need them.

A.9 Methodology
Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:

• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-
review-badging

• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html
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